Experimental data concerning binary events in peripheral collisions for the systems 93 Nb+ 93 Nb and 93 Nb+ 116 Sn at 38 MeV/nucleon, collected with the Fiasco setup, are compared with calculations performed with the dynamic code AMD, coupled with the statistical code Gemini used as an afterburner. The comparison focuses on the properties of the quasiprojectile (QP) and on the total multiplicities of the emitted light charged particles. A good reproduction of the average mass ratio, charge Z and c.m. angle of the QP is obtained in the examined impact parameter range (b ≈ 7-12 fm). Concerning the light charged particles, a general agreement is found for the total emitted charge, while some discrepancy remains for the multiplicities of the various species, especially for the protons which are always overestimated by the calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy ion collisions in the Fermi energy domain MeV/nucleon) represent a transition regime, where the mean field plays an important role (like at low energies), but the nucleon-nucleon collisions become more and more relevant in determining the dynamics. As such, heavy ion reactions at Fermi energies represent a challenge for theoretical models, because they display a variety of phenomena strongly dependent on the impact parameter. In fact, in peripheral and semiperipheral reactions the cross section is dominated by binary exit channels, with the production of two main fragments, the quasi-projectile (QP) and the quasi-target (QT); they may be accompanied by a significant contribution of midvelocity emissions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . At the other extreme, multifragmentation phenomena represent a very important reaction channel for central collisions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Transport models are an important tool to describe these reactions and they are able to account for many aspects, although a unified description suitable for the whole impact parameter range, from central to peripheral collisions, is difficult. Such models can be divided into two main classes. In one class there are the models based on the BUU (Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck) approach, which follow the evolution in time of the phase space density: e.g., among many others, the Stochastic Mean Field (SMF) [16] and the Boltzmann Langevin One Body (BLOB) [17] . In the other class there are the models that follow the evolution of the nucleon coordinates and momenta, namely the various flavors of quan- * Corresponding author. e-mail: piantelli@fi.infn.it tum molecular dynamics (QMD) models. Very recently Zhang et al. [18] performed a very extensive theoretical comparison of different models, belonging to both classes of BUU and QMD type, focusing on the most critical ingredient of the transport equations, namely the collision term. In another recent paper by Xu et al. [19] , the comparison of several different models of the two classes was performed by simulating the same collision, namely 197 
Au+
197 Au, at 100 and 400 MeV/nucleon, with a fixed impact parameter of b=7 fm. In particular, the rapidity distribution and the collective flow were compared, finding a considerable spread in the outcome of the different models. As a consequence it is particularly useful to compare the predictions of the models with experimental data, in order to establish more stringent constraints.
Among the various QMD models we consider here the AMD (Antisymmetrized Molecular Dynamics [20] ), which is able to give a good description of the main characteristics of heavy ion reactions at Fermi energies. In the literature one can find some comparisons of AMD calculations and experimental data, but they are mainly focused on central collisions (see, e.g., [21, 22] ) or based on inclusive data [23] . For example in Ref. [23] it was shown that some properties (like angular distributions, energy spectra and production cross section) of intermediate mass fragments (IMF) observed in inclusive measurements for the system 12 C+ 12 C at 95 MeV/nucleon are well reproduced by AMD followed by Gemini++ [24] as an afterburner.
In this paper the focus is on the QP properties and on the light charged particles (LCP) produced in peripheral and semiperipheral heavy ion collisions for the systems 93 Nb+ 93 Nb and 93 Nb+ 116 Sn at 38 MeV/nucleon. It will be shown that for these systems the AMD model, coupled with Gemini [24] [25] [26] , is well suited to describe the average characteristics of the projectile remnants in binary collisions, for the upper half of the impact parameter range (from about 0.5 b graz to b graz ).
The experimental data used here have already been the subject of other papers [10, [27] [28] [29] that were mainly focused on the properties of LCPs and IMFs. On the basis of the results published therein, it will be shown that not only the QP properties, but also the experimental total particle multiplicities in peripheral and semiperipheral binary collisions are reasonably well reproduced by the calculations, with the possible exception of protons, which appear to be somewhat overestimated.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental data were collected with the Fiasco setup, which is described in detail elsewhere [30] . Here only the main characteristics are briefly recalled. The Fiasco setup consisted of different types of detectors. There was a shell of 24 position sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Detectors (PPADs) to measure the velocity vectors of heavy (Z > 9) fragments with high efficiency [30] and low energy thresholds (∼ 0.1 MeV/nucleon), so that they were able to detect also the low-energy QT. The angular coverage was about 70% of the forward hemisphere, from 0.2
• up to about 90
• . In the polar range 0.5
• -6
• , behind the 6 most forward PPADs, 96 ∆E − E Silicon telescopes (with a thickness of 200 µm for the first layer and of 500 µm for the second one) were devoted to the measurement of charge and energy of the QP. Therefore, when the QP was detected in coincidence by a PPAD and a Silicon telescope behind it, it was possible to obtain also the mass of the QP by means of the information on its energy and time-of-flight. The setup was completed by 182 three-layer phoswich telescopes, covering about 30% of the forward hemisphere, aimed at identifying the mass of LCPs (p, d, t and α) and the charge of heavier fragments (in the range Z = 1 ∼ 26) and measuring their time-of-flight.
III. AMD MODEL
The AMD model is described in detail elsewhere [20, 22, 31, 32] , so only the main features are briefly recalled here. AMD is a transport model which describes the time evolution of a system of nucleons, by depicting the state of the system at each time step as a Slater determinant of Gaussian wave packets. The time evolution is achieved by applying the time-dependent variational principle, thus obtaining an equation of motion governed by an Hamiltonian that describes the mean field contribution by means of an effective interaction. Such an interaction is based, in the present case, on the Skyrmeforce parametrization SLy4 of [33] with a soft symmetry energy (slope parameter L = 46 MeV), while the normal density term, S 0 , has the standard value of 32 MeV [22] .
A stiff symmetry energy (L = 108 MeV) can be obtained by changing the density dependent term in the SLy4 force [32] . Unless otherwise stated, the stiff symmetry energy is used in this paper.
In the present work, we employ a new method for twonucleon collisions based on the test particles which are randomly generated at every time step. The test particles are the samples taken from the exact one-body Wigner function defined for the AMD wave function of antisymmetrized Gaussian wave packets. See Appendix C of Ref. [32] for the method to generate test particles. The attempt of a collision between two test particles is judged by a geometrical condition as in many other transport codes (see e.g. Ref. [18] ). A possible benefit of this new method is that the collisions will reflect the exact density distribution in contrast to the previous method that employs the so-called physical coordinates [34] which can represent the phase-space distribution only approximately. In the new method, when it is decided that two test particles (r 1 , p 1 ) and (r 2 , p 2 ) collide, a collision is still performed by changing the momenta of the two physical coordinates (R k1 , P k1 ) and (R k2 , P k2 ) that are associated with the two colliding test particles. The final momenta
2 is satisfied for all j ( = k) with the same spin-isospin state as k. Here ν is the width parameter with the usual value of 0.16 fm −2 [32, 35] . The existence of the backward transformation from the physical coordinates to the variables of an AMD wave function is also required [34] . The transition probability depends on the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section, which can be considered, within some limits, as a free parameter of the model. In the version of the code used in this work, the parametrization introduced in [36] was adopted, namely
where ρ is the nuclear density and y a screening parameter. With the value y = 0.85 proposed in [36] , the other model parameters, including that for the Pauli blocking, have been chosen so as to approximately reproduce the fragment charge distribution in the central Xe + Sn collisions at 50 and 32 MeV/nucleon and to have the degree of stopping R = 0.55 at 50 MeV/nucleon and R = 0.62 at 32 MeV/nucleon which may be compared to the experimental data in Ref. [37] . The calculated stopping variable is defined for the transverse and longitudinal kinetic-energy components, E ⊥ i and E i , in the c.m. frame by R = ( i E ⊥ i )/(2 i E i ), where the summation is for all the light charged particles and heavier fragments produced in all the calculated central events. In the present work, the study of the dependence on the in-medium cross section is extended to peripheral collisions at Fermi energies by testing also lower values of y corresponding to a larger reduction of the in-medium cross section.
When a two-nucleon collision has occurred and the physical coordinates have been updated to P k1 and P k2 , we may virtually consider a similar scattering of the two test particles to the final momenta p 1 and p 2 which contain physical fluctuations. In the present work, we turned on an option to incorporate these fluctuations into the dynamics. When a wave packet k is emitted at a later time, the fluctuation ∆p k of its most recent collision is added to the momentum of the nucleon k. This is a simplified way of introducing wave packet splitting, and it should influence the energy spectra of emitted particles. The energy and momentum conservation laws are taken into account in a similar way to Ref. [35] . When a cluster is emitted, the sum of the fluctuations ∆p k of its nucleons is added to the c.m. motion of the cluster.
The cluster correlations are explicitly taken into account by allowing each of the scattered nucleons to form a light cluster such as a deuteron, triton and α particle. The method is the same as that employed in Refs. [23, 32] , except that a new method is adopted in the present work to suppress the cluster correlation in nuclear medium. The probability of attaching a nucleon i to one of the scattered nucleons k (or a subcluster k) is reduced by multiplying a factor 1 − 0.3f , where f is an approximate Wigner function, with the contribution from i excluded, at the phase-space point of the center of mass of i and k. The method of binding several clusters to form light nuclei (Li, Be, etc.) is almost the same as that of Ref. [23] . However, we here choose a stricter condition for binding than in Ref. [23] so that the chance of binding several clusters is reduced. The necessary conditions for a pair of clusters to be linked now include that their relative kinetic energy should satisfy 1 2 µV 2 rel < 10 MeV and that each of them is one of the three closest clusters of the other. For the energy conservation, we adjust the relative momentum of the bound light nucleus and the third cluster that has the minimum value of a measure (r + 7.5 fm)(1.2 − cos θ)/ min( , 5 MeV) as in Ref. [23] . However, this measure is divided by a factor 2 in the present work for a candidate cluster that is in a light nucleus already bound at a former time, and thus light nuclei are favored as the third cluster for the energy conservation.
The time evolution of the AMD calculation was usually stopped at a time (from now on called "switching time" and indicated as t sw ) of 500 fm/c, which was verified to be a reasonable time to assume that the dynamics of the collision has already established the final partitions. Many tests were done also stopping the AMD calculation at values of t sw from 200 up to 10000 fm/c to verify a possible dependence of the obtained results on the choice of the switching time. In this paper, each AMD calculation usually consisted of 7000 or more events, except for the case with t sw = 10000 fm/c where only 2500 events were generated, due to the extremely long computation time. The impact parameters were distributed in a triangular shape between 0 and 13 fm, a value that is slightly larger than the grazing impact parameter of the collisions (about 12 The primary fragments produced by AMD are rather excited, so that it is necessary to let them decay before comparing the calculated results with the experimental data. Therefore, 100 secondary events were generated for each AMD event by means of a statistical afterburner. The masses and charges of the fragments produced by a single AMD event, as well as their excitation energies and angular momenta, are the input parameters for the following afterburner. For each replica of the same AMD event, the reaction plane was axially rotated at random, in a coherent way for all the reaction products. In this paper the statistical code Gemini was used as an afterburner, both in its Fortran90 [25] and C++ version [24] with the standard parameters [38] . In fact the results of the two versions of the statistical code present some differences, which are found to be appreciable for the multiplicities of the emitted LCPs. In the following, for brevity, the two versions of Gemini will be addressed as Gem90 and Gem++, respectively.
The so produced secondary events were then filtered with a software replica of the experimental setup, keeping into account both the geometrical coverage and the detection thresholds of the PPADs. Concerning the LCPs and IMFs, no filtering was performed because their multiplicities were compared with the published data of Ref. [10] , which had already been corrected for the geometrical coverage of the phoswich telescopes 1 . The experimental effects can be appreciated from the comparison of the filtered events with those produced directly by the calculations, which will be shortly called "4π events" in the following.
One point to be noted is that, while the AMD calculation takes into proper account the mutual Coulomb repulsion of all the reaction products, Gemini makes each product decay by its own, without further acceleration. This means that when using short values of t sw , the final secondary fragments will lack the full Coulomb reacceleration and their velocity vectors will not have the proper asymptotic values. This affects both the emission angles and kinetic energies, which are therefore expected to be somewhat too low. For example, for t sw = 200 (500) fm/c the total kinetic energy in the c.m. frame of two Nblike fragments will be short of about 45 (20) MeV with respect to the asymptotic value of fully accelerated fragments, corresponding to a kinetic energy deficit of about 2.5 % (1.1 %) for quasi-elastic events. This minor effect has been taken into account by applying a small multiplicative correction to the C b scale (see next section) before comparing calculations performed with different values of the switching-time parameter. 
IV. RESULTS

A. Event sorting
Peripheral and semiperipheral collisions have been experimentally selected by requiring that only two heavy fragments (Z > 9) are detected in the PPADs. The selection of binary events was implemented by rejecting those events that severely violate the binary kinematics, based on the relative angle α between the c.m. velocities of the two detected fragments (cos(α) ≤ −0.8) and on the difference between their azimuthal angles (|ϕ QP − ϕ QT | = 180
• ± 20 • ). This selection will be referred to as "collinearity condition" in the following. Of the two heavy fragments, the forward-emitted one (in the c.m. frame) is assumed to be the QP, the other the QT. The same selections are applied to the calculated events.
Since the impact parameter is not accessible to experiments, it is necessary to find another observable that allows a fair comparison between calculated and experimental events as a function of the centrality of the collision. In the present case we introduce the variable C b defined as
where v cm QP(QT) is the secondary velocity of the QP (QT) in the c.m. reference frame and M is the total mass of the system. The relationship of C b with the more common TKE (Total Kinetic Energy) will be explained later in this section.
The correlation between C b and the impact parameter b was studied by means of the events produced by AMD plus Gemini and is shown in (1) and green for y = 0.42) and full squares refer to the system 93 Nb+ 116 Sn (y = 0.42). From panels (b) and (e), one observes that there is a good average correlation between C b and b, from grazing collisions down to C b ≈ 500 MeV, or to b ≈ 5 fm and that the sensitivity to the screening parameter y is negligible. Panels (c) and (f) show also that the width of the correlation becomes increasingly wide with increasing centrality and below C b ≈ 1000 MeV the estimate of b has an uncertainty of the order of ± 1 fm or greater. In the same figure, the open symbols show the negligible effect of the experimental filter, which requires that there are only two detected fragments with Z > 9 and that they must additionally satisfy the "collinearity condition". This latter request helps rejecting ternary (or higher multiplicity) events that appear to be binary just because only two fragments passed the experimental filter.
In a previous paper [10] , we correlated the impact parameter b with another observable, T KEL (Total Kinetic Energy Loss), obtained with a kinematic coincidence method (KCM [39] ). As shown in Fig. 15 of Ref. [10] , such a correlation was determined with two methods that gave similar results: i) by direct integration of the experimental cross section from grazing collisions downwards, and ii) by means of a transport code based on molecular dynamics [40] . By definition, T KEL = E cm − T KE, where E cm = µ beam is the c.m. kinetic energy in the entrance channel 2 (µ is the reduced mass and beam the energy-per-nucleon of the beam) and T KE is the c.m. Total Kinetic Energy of QP and QT.
Within classical kinematics and in the ideal case of a true binary collision with both C b and T KE built from the c.m. primary velocities (i.e., before statistical deexcitation), these two quantities would exactly coincide. In the present case, we prefer to analyze and classify both the experimental and the calculated quasi-binary events in terms of C b , because it involves only the secondary velocities, which are experimentally available quantities. For what concerns the LCP multiplicities, the experimental data are taken from Ref. [10] and for the sake of comparison with the calculations, also those experimental data will be presented in terms of C b , assuming that -at least for (semi)peripheral collisions -C b can be estimated from TKEL by means of the conversion
The comparison will be restricted to the range C b > 700 MeV, one of the reasons (possibly the main one) being that, below this value, 3-body events are quite abundant in the experiment and rather scarce in the calculations. As a consequence, any comparison both of the QP properties and of the LCP multiplicities below C b = 700 MeV might become increasingly unreliable.
B. QP properties
A commonly used way to present the gross features of binary collisions at low and intermediate energies is by means of the so-called "diffusion plot" (i.e. the correlation between T KE and the mass of the QP) and "Wilczynski plot" (i.e. the correlation between T KE and the c.m. polar angle of the QP). In previous papers [41, 42] concerning data collected with a similar setup but at lower beam energies, the primary (or pre-evaporative) mass of the QP and its primary c.m. polar angle were estimated by means of the KCM. Since the kinematic method is based on the assumption of a binary reaction (with primary masses of QP and QT adding up to the total mass of the system), this procedure of estimating primary quantities loses its validity at Fermi energies when other reaction channels, such as the midvelocity emissions, become important 3 . Due to these drawbacks, it is better to rely on directly measured quantities. The Fiasco setup measured the secondary velocity of the QP, but this does not allow one to obtain the QP secondary mass, except for the small number of events in which the QP was detected in coincidence by one PPAD and a Si telescope behind it [30] . However, using the secondary c.m. velocities of QP and QT, one can build the ratio
which was used in [29] as an estimator of the ratio between the QP primary mass at separation and the sum of the primary masses of QP and QT
as far as the reaction can be considered binary. A check of this assumption is presented in Fig. 2 using the events produced by the AMD plus Gem++ calculation. Panel (a) shows the correlation between R v (calculated with secondary velocities, i.e., after the afterburner) and R A (calculated with the masses produced by AMD before applying the afterburner) for C b > 700 MeV in the asymmetric system 93 Nb+ 116 Sn. The switching time is t sw = 200 fm/c, to be sure that the masses of QP and QT are close to the primary values they had at separation. The events, which are filtered with a software replica of the setup, satisfy the collinearity condition and are binary both at the primary and secondary level. The figure shows a clear correlation, peaked around 0.445 (the mass ratio of the colliding system) for both variables.
To be more quantitative, Fig. 2 the chosen value of t sw . On the contrary, if the quantity R A of Eq. (4) is built with the masses delivered by AMD at t sw , this mass ratio deviates from the entrance value (0.445) towards lower values and this deviation increases with increasing t sw . This fact suggests that while the masses of QP and QT become lighter and lighter, the total mass of the particles they emit is not proportional to their initial mass. Therefore, besides being the only one experimentally available, R v appears to be a rather good estimator of the true primary masses at separation. The standard deviation of R A /R v has a similar behavior in both reactions: it is very narrow in peripheral collisions and then monotonically widens with increasing centrality.
At this point one can build a kind of diffusion plot for binary events both for the experimental data and for the calculated results. The two-dimensional correlations of (100 R v ) vs. C b produced by the calculation are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (d) for filtered events from the reactions 93 Nb+ 93 Nb and 93 Nb+ 116 Sn, respectively. A quantitative comparison with the experimental data of both systems is shown in the remaining panels of Fig. 3 for a few of the several calculations that were performed. Panels (b) and (e) show, as a function of C b , the average quantity R v and panels (c) and (f) the standard deviation of the R v distribution. Full (red) squares represent the experimental data, the other symbols refer to calculations with t sw = 500 fm/c, y = 0.85 (0.42) and Gem90 (Gem++) afterburner for the system Nb+Nb (Nb+Sn). Circles are for filtered results, asterisks for unfiltered ones.
In the experimental data for 93 Nb+ 93 Nb, R v is substantially constant as a function of C b and close to 0.50 (as expected for a symmetric system), while in the asymmetric reaction it is close to 0.445 (the projectile-to-total mass ratio). Below C b ≈ 1000 MeV the experimental R v shows a moderate (and unexplained) increasing trend in 93 Nb+ 93 Nb. This effect is much more evident in the asymmetric 93 Nb+ 116 Sn system. However the calculation remains flat over the whole C b range in 4π (asterisks) and, even after filtering (circles), it gives a reasonably good reproduction of the data for C b > 1000 MeV.
The experimental standard deviation of the R v distribution (rightmost panels) increases, as expected, with increasing centrality, probably due to the growth of the fluctuations in the nucleon-nucleon collision/exchange processes and in the secondary de-excitation. The standard deviation for the calculated events reproduces the trend of the experiments, although with a systematic underestimation. It is worth noting that the value of the standard deviation is found to be practically insensitive to y, t sw , afterburner and filtering.
More calculations with a wider choice of the parameters were performed, but are not shown in Fig. 3 because their results do not differ very much from the presented ones and would just blur the picture.
In order to summarize with a single number the quality of the agreement between calculated results and experimental data for the mean value of a generic observable X, the average absolute percent deviation can be used,
where X i is the mean of the X distribution for model (apex m) and experiment (apex e) in the i-th bin of the sorting variable (in our case calculations that were performed (varying y, t sw and afterburner) is presented in Table I 4 , by means of the above [29] . Other symbols are for calculated results; they refer to filtered events, except for asterisks, which are in 4π.
Nb + Nb
Nb + Sn tsw (fm/c) = 200 500 1000 2500 10000 200 500 (Wilczynski plot) produced by the calculations are shown in Fig. 4(a) Fig. 3(a) and (d) . In the remaining panels of Focusing on the symmetric collision 93 Nb+ 93 Nb, where calculations with two values of y were performed, one observes some sensitivity to a variation of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section, although the results for the mean value of θ cm QP do not seem conclusive. A small improvement with y = 0.42 is observed for the standard deviation, but its interpretation is not clear. In any case, it will be shown in Subsect. IV C that y = 0.42 gives a slightly worse reproduction of the chemistry of emitted LCPs and IMFs.
The obtained results for all performed calculations are summarized in Table II , where the deviations between experimental data and different simulations are shown in terms of the already defined indicators, evaluated for the observable X ≡ θ cm QP . For the case y= 0.85 and with both Gemini versions, one observes that the agreement with the experimental data first improves with increasing t sw and then stabilizes. For example, with Gem++, Q θ starts with 18% at t sw = 200 fm/c and then decreases to 15% and ∼12% for longer times. This is attributed to the already mentioned incomplete Coulomb deflection when the switching from AMD to Gemini occurs too early. Using Gem90 brings a general, limited improvement, while the trend as a function of switching time remains the same. Also the Σ θ indicator for the standard deviations displays the same behavior (slightly lower values with Gem90 and some improvement with larger t sw ), although its interpretation is not as obvious.
A further observable that can be investigated, although in a limited range of polar angles, is the charge Z Figure 5 indicates that the agreement between experimental data and calculation is rather good for the means, while some systematic difference is present in the standard deviations.
As for the previous variables, Table III summarizes the deviation between the experimental data and all the calculated results by means of the quality indicators now applied to the observable X ≡ Z sec QP . There is a clear improvement when using Gem90 instead of Gem++. For example, for the calculation with y = 0.85 and t sw = 200 fm/c, the indicators Q Z and Σ Z decrease by about a factor of two. Focusing on the case y = 0.85 and Gem90, one observes an improvement when t sw is increased from 200 to 500 fm/c, but longer times do not bring any further change. This suggests that the emissions of AMD between 200 and 500 fm/c differ from the emissions of Gemini, but this difference becomes negligible beyond 500 fm/c. The charge of the QP shows little sensitivity to a reduction of the in-medium cross section from y= 0.85 to 0.42. However, with y = 0.42 the difference between 200 and 500 fm/c is reduced with respect to what happens with y = 0.85. This may be explained by the fact that lowering the in-medium cross section produces less nucleon-nucleon collisions and therefore attenuates the difference between dynamic and statistical emissions in the time interval between 200 and 500 fm/c.
C. Particle multiplicities
As a last point, the experimental total multiplicities of LCP (Z = 1, 2) and IMF (Z = 3-7) of Ref. [10] , associated with 2-body events from the reaction 93 Nb+ 93 Nb, have been used for comparison with the total multiplicities obtained from AMD plus Gemini calculations 5 . Figure 6 from above. A relevant difference between Gem90 and Gem++ lies in the adopted expression for the level density, which is that of Ref. [24] for Gem++ and that of Ref. [43] for Gem90. In fact, it was verified that if the level density parametrization of Gem90 is implemented in Gem++, the difference between the results of the two versions is strongly reduced. A possible explanation of the better agreement with Gem90 may be due to the fact that Gem++ was optimized so as to reproduce experimental data for rather heavy nuclei (mainly in the range A ≈ 100-200 [24] ), while the decaying QP of Ref. [10] are likely to have masses in the range A ≈ 40-93.
As mentioned in subsection IV B, the decrease of y from 0.85 (full green circles) to 0.42 (open green circles) tends to slightly worsen the quality of the agreement between calculated results and experimental data, mainly for less peripheral collisions and especially for protons and α particles. Another point worth noting is that a sizable amount of particles is directly produced by AMD (lines). Of course, such a contribution, which is produced with a dynamic formalism, originates partly during the interaction of the colliding nuclei, but partly also after their reseparation.
The evolution of the multiplicities for protons, deuterons and α particles when the switching times increase from 200 up to 10000 fm/c is presented in Fig.  7 . The upper panels refer to Gem90, the lower ones to Gem++. Again, the lines are the multiplicities from AMD without afterburner, obtained with the standard value y=0.85 for the in-medium cross section. They show a general increase from 200 fm/c (dashed lines) to 500 fm/c (full lines) and 2500 fm/c (dotted lines), while a further delay of t sw up to 10000 fm/c (dash-dotted lines) does not produce any appreciable effect, with the notable exception of protons. Another point worth noting is that at t sw = 10000 fm/c, the protons produced by the AMD alone in the less peripheral collisions already reach the experimental data, therefore the addition of the evaporative emissions with whatever Gemini version leads to an overestimation of the data. Thus, at very long times, AMD seems to have some problems, which are put in particular evidence by the very large production of pro- tons.
With AMD plus Gem90 (upper panels), the total multiplicities of α particles and IMFs (not shown) are almost independent of switching times, as one would expect for a good matching of the two models. However this does not happen for protons and deuterons, which display opposite trends with switching time: when t sw increases, the total multiplicity of protons increases too (reaching an overestimation of the experimental data of about 50%), while that of deuterons decreases (leading to an underestimation of about 50% at long times). This means that in the time interval between 200 and 10000 fm/c AMD tends to produce more protons (and less deuterons) than Gem90, while the two codes produce similar amounts of more complex particles.
The total multiplicities of the various particles obtained with AMD plus Gem++ (symbols in the lower panels) appear to be much less dependent on switching times: the case of protons, where all symbols are practically superposed, is especially striking and also the results for the deuterons are less spread out than with Gem90. This may be an indication that the particle production of AMD at long times resembles more the evaporation described by Gem++, than by Gem90. However the results with Gem++ present a much worse agreement with the data: at all switching times the multiplicity of deuterons underestimates the experimental data and that of the protons overestimates them by a good factor of two.
All results concerning the global deviations (indicator Q M ) of the calculated particle multiplicities from the experimental values of Ref. [10] are presented in Table IV for different values of the calculation parameters. The entries of this table confirm that using Gem90, the deviations from the experimental values are sizably reduced for all particles and practically at all switching times. For tritons and α particles Q M becomes comparable or even smaller than its estimated uncertainty, thus indicating a very good agreement between model and experiment, within errors. Thus, for what concerns the particle multiplicities, the calculation that best reproduces all experimental data seems to be AMD coupled with the Gem90 afterburner, with a switching time of about 500 fm/c and a preference for y = 0.85. Figure 8 presents the total charge of LCPs plus IMFs (Z = 3-7), forward-emitted in the c.m. frame of the col- liding system, obtained by adding the charge of the particles weighted with their respective multiplicities. First of all, it is worth noting the good agreement, for almost all choices of parameters, of the calculated total charge Z emitted with the measured one, which is again represented by the full (red) squares that are hardly visible below the symbols of the various calculations. The two versions of Gemini [GEM++ in (a) and GEM90 in (b)] reproduce equally well the total emitted charge, although they give a different chemistry of the emitted particles (see Fig. 6 ). Second, the calculated Z emitted is practically independent of the switching time of the dynamic calculation, with the possible exception of t sw =200 fm/c (triangles), for which the total emitted charge is somewhat underestimated. As already noted about Table III by the same amount the total charge of LCPs and IMFs in such a way that they still sum up to Z ≈ 41. Third, the use of y=0.42 slightly reduces the total emitted charge (open symbols compared with full symbols) in the less peripheral collisions, and this again may be attributed to a reduced importance of dynamic effects at short times and to lower dissipation of kinetic energy, resulting in less excited nuclei. A last point to be addressed is the isospin dependence of the equation of state. The isospin degree of freedom plays an important role in determining the exit channels. In fact isospin transport phenomena, related to the isospin gradient between target and projectile (isospin diffusion [44, 45] ) or to the density gradient between QP-QT (which are both at normal density) and the more diluted midvelocity zone (isospin drift [45] ) have been observed in several experiments (see, e.g., Refs. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] ). Of course, some sensitivity to the effects of an asystiff or asy-soft interaction in the AMD calculations may be expected only for mass-resolved light particles. In the dynamic calculations without afterburner, protons and α particles present a very small difference between the asy-stiff (full lines) and asy-soft (dashed lines) interaction, and this insensitivity remains also after the Gemini decay. Apparently, there is a remarkable signal for deuterons, which are produced more abundantly (by a factor of about two) with the asy-soft equation of state, as found also in Ref. [22] . Actually this effect, which at first sight might seem to favor an asy-soft AMD plus GEM++, is very likely to be an artifact. Its explanation resides in the fact that when the soft SLy4 force [33] is used in the present version of AMD, one finds that it largely overestimates the deuteron binding energy. On the contrary, the stiff parametrization gives a deuteron binding energy much closer to the true value and it also reproduces rather well the measured deuteron multiplicities with GEM90.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work the properties of quasi-projectiles (QP) detected in peripheral and semiperipheral collisions of the reactions 93 Nb+ 93 Nb and 93 Nb+ 116 Sn at 38 MeV/nucleon have been compared with calculations performed with the dynamic code AMD, followed by the statistical code Gemini (Gem++ and Gem90) as an afterburner.
In the literature one can find other papers [21] [22] [23] in which the results of the AMD model are compared with existing experimental data, but they usually focus on central collisions and on the properties of IMFs produced in light systems. Those papers have shown that AMD is able to reproduce in a very good way many characteristics of such reactions. The comparison presented in this paper demonstrates, for the first time to our knowledge, the capability of the AMD-plus-Gemini calculations to reproduce also characteristic features of peripheral and semiperipheral collisions in the Fermi energy regime, where (quasi-)binary collisions still exhaust a major part of the reaction cross section.
Experimental data and calculated results were sorted in bins of centrality by means of an observable, C b , which is built from the secondary velocities of QP and QT. A good reproduction of the average velocity ratio R v and of the QP secondary charge Z sec QP was obtained in the calculations, with little sensitivity to the screening parameter y for the nucleon-nucleon in-medium cross section. The QP c.m. polar angle θ cm QP shows some dependence on y, which however does not allow one to draw definite conclusions about which value has to be preferred.
Concerning the switching time t sw from the dynamic code AMD to the Gemini afterburner, the present analysis indicates that for the observables related to the QP properties (R v , θ cm QP , Z QP ) there is an improvement when t sw is extended at least to 500 fm/c.
The comparison between experimental data and calculations was performed also for the total multiplicities of light charged particles and IMFs (Z = 3-7) of Ref. [10] . It was found that the chemistry of these particles is strongly dependent on the afterburner version that is used (Gem90 or Gem++), probably because of the different level density parametrizations in the two versions of the code. In fact, for a given AMD calculation, the experimental multiplicities are better reproduced with the Gem90 afterburner. Concerning the in-medium nucleonnucleon cross section, there is no compelling evidence that the standard screening parameter y = 0.85 needs to be decreased in semiperipheral collisions. The obtained agreement, although not perfect, is reasonably acceptable for all particles, except protons, which are always overestimated by the calculations. However, things are not completely satisfactory and there are still unclear points concerning the evaporation of the Gemini afterburner and its matching with the dynamic code AMD.
The calculated particle multiplicities seem generally insensitive to the stiffness of the adopted isospin-dependent part of the equation of state. The remarkable sensitivity of the deuteron multiplicity is most likely an artifact due to the wrong deuteron binding energy produced by the effective force parametrized for an asy-soft equation of state.
In conclusion, the AMD-plus-Gemini calculations proved to be a reliable tool for describing heavy ion collisions in the Fermi energy regime, not only for central collisions (as already shown in the literature), but also for peripheral and semiperipheral ones.
